Virtual pulmonary arterioscopy in pulmonary embolic disease.
16 slice multidetector CT provides virtual endoscopic views of the inside of arteries, or any other hollow structures. This is performed non-invasively using post-processing of three-dimensional isotropic image data sets, acquired during standard CT examinations. These virtual endoscopic views are simultaneously correlated with the standard multiplanar reconstructions, with the ability to navigate a virtual camera through the hollow structure under study. Normal and abnormal volume rendered images of the pulmonary arteries are presented in correlation with the multiplanar reformats. The abnormal images show the volume rendered appearances of acute and chronic pulmonary embolic disease. It is also postulated that this technique has a problem solving role in the differential diagnosis of chronic mural emboli from extravascular structures such as adjacent lymph nodes or bronchiolar impaction. This technique may also have a role in medical education, providing clinicians and medical students with interactive three-dimensional representations of disease processes.